NEW!!! NEW!! NEW!!!

A new, easy to use, CF direct pin coupler is available for use on compact excavators (2,500 lb. through 16,000 + lb.), TLB’s and 9 MT excavators. The coupler is featured in the 2007 CE price book in the respective equipment sections.

The direct pin coupler is designed as a simple method of attaching buckets and other attachments without the cost attributed to other mechanical or hydraulic couplers.

A pin is inserted into the coupler locking pin bore to positively secure the attachment to the coupler.

T1 steel is used on the locking pin bosses and front hook inserts to provide strength and wearability.

To obtain information concerning Woods CE products or obtain a Woods CE Price Book, please call 1-800-848-3447 or visit our website www.woodsequipment.com